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Home center
“Musashi”

Convenience store
” 7-Eleven”

Yamaju Liquor shop
0256-33-1088

FUKUGAO 
Sake Brewery
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Kitaimogawa Rice Terraces
The rice terraces, located in Kitaimogawa, it 
has been chosen as the Top 100 Rice Terraces 
in Japan. You can enjoy the stunning view. 

Shitada Roadside Station 
This is a farmhouse restaurant sells local food of 
Shitada village.  You can taste the dishes cooked 
with local vegetables. (Close The third Monday)

Mihiro Kiln (Pottery) 0256-34-5581
Mihiro Kiln is a pottery & gallery with a pastoral 
view run by a man and his wife.  You can relax 
over a cup of coffee looking at their 
heartwarming pottery works.  

Snow peak Inc. 0256-46-5858
A grobal company based in Sanjo, who create 
products that inspire people to enjoy outdoor
lifestyle.Snowpeak Headquarters has central 
office, factory, store and large campsite facility.

Kokuwaya Tobei (Cafe) 0256-46-4931
The cafe imitated traditional Japanese style house 
and are cozy. You can enjoy the special curry using 
Shitada's local specialties" Kokuwa” (hardy kiwi). 

Marunao Co.,Ltd 0256-45-7001
High-quality chopstick,spoon,and fountain pens.  
The highly detailed temple ornaments of the 
company's past have given way to the precision 
tools and beautiful products their create today.

Suwada Blacksmith Works.Inc.
The nail clippers have received numerous
awards in Japan and abrord.Their beautiful
factory welcomes visitors to come and 
observe their work processes. 

Gyokusendo.Co.,Ltd   0256-62-2015
Founded 1816.For cunturies they  have been 
making hand-hammered copperware,and 
expanded their range to include teaware,barware,
and floerware( Intangible cultural heritage)

Tsubame Indutrial Materials Museam 
A museum introducing the industry and the 
history of Tsubame City.There is a large number 
of rare exhibits including a unique collection of 
spoons from all over the world.(Closed Mondays)

The Sanjo Blacksmith Dojo 
They offer a series of workshops, teaching 
traditional blacksmithing skills.Workshops are 
Kitchen knife sharpening and Paper knife making 
,Traditional Japanese Nail making.(9:00 -,13:00-)

Tadafusa Co.,Ltd  0256-32-2184
A knife manufacturers stick to handwork.Those 
are such as craftsmen, for household and 
Sobakiri knives.There is also a spot sale place. 
（request Contact/Saturday no fixed holiday）

Marunao 

Gyokusendo

TsubameSanjo Regional Indutries 
Promotion Center  0256-32-2311
Sales and dispray of locally products.Prices at 
20-30%lower than retail prices (9:30-17:30) 
*Tax Free Shop

0256-45-6111

Denshichi Teahouse 090-2179-8695
The teahouse is a renovated 80-years-old 
traditional Japanese style house located at a 
bank of river in Kitaimogawa village. 
(11:00-17:00 Open on the weekend)

0256-34-8080

TOJIRO Knife Gallery   0256-93-4195
Cooking knife manufacturer with remarkable 
product lineups - more than 800 items, premium 
quality, excellent design.
10:00-18:00 (Closed Sunday and holiday)  

0256-47-2230　

0256-63-7666 

Ishimoku(Furniture made of paulownia) 
Furniture maker of the paulownia wood superior 
in functionality.There are a showroom and a shop, 
a cafe to be able to look at according to a life scene 
including dining and the living etc.(10:00-18:00)

0256-53-4111
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